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The author of The Case for Mars recounts the dramatic story of his band of space pioneers who simulated a
mission to the Red Planet in the most desolate regions on Earth.

Here is the incredible true story of a group of determined space voyagers who wouldn't wait for the space
program to catch up with them.

From 1999 to 2002, the stalwarts of the Mars Society began the virtual exploration of Mars through a series
of unique missions. Complete with habitat modules, space suits, and next-generation exploration equipment,
they lived in the most isolated spots on earth, where they replicated and studied the real-life challenges of
exploring the Red Planet.

Encounters with polar bears, tensions between crew members, bouts with near-disaster, and-ultimately-
victory in creating an earthbound "space program" would inspire people around the world who followed the
mission on the Discovery Channel and in feature articles.

Leading the mission was the man known as the "Christopher Columbus of Mars," internationally renowned
astronautical engineer Robert Zubrin. In Mars on Earth, Zubrin tells a tale of risk and adventure in the frozen
wastes of the Arctic and Ant-arctic, and in the parched deserts of the American southwest and the Australian
outback. Strikingly illustrated with dramatic on-site photographs and possessed of remarkable accounts of
technological know-how and achievement, Mars on Earth captures the wild-eyed idealism and hardheaded
practicality of the current generation of space enthusiasts.
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From reader reviews:

Jonathan Head:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled Mars on Earth. Try to face the book Mars on Earth as your close
friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you feel alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you considerably more confidence
because you can know everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and knowledge with
this book.

Ginger Amundson:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information presently can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even restricted. What people must be consider when
those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now is taking seriously which
one works to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource then
you obtain it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen within you if you take Mars on Earth as your daily resource information.

Sammy McManus:

The book Mars on Earth will bring one to the new experience of reading a new book. The author style to
clarify the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to see, this book very ideal to you. The book
Mars on Earth is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book from the official web site,
so you can more easily to read the book.

David Cain:

You will get this Mars on Earth by browse the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it could to be
your solve issue if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only by
written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era just like now, you
just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your personal
ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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